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Maintenance
Be careful when transporting
and moving the pendant. Prior to
cleaning or maintenance, always
switch off and disconnect from
the electricity supply and allow
the glass bulb to cool. To remove
bulb hold pendant shade in
one hand and unscrew glass
bulb counter clockwise. Once
removed replace led globe and
reverse steps above.
Repairs and the replacement
of damaged cables or electrical
parts should only be carried out
by a qualified electrician. Your
product should only be used in
a dry indoor environment.
Arising from the desire to create a playful
lighting collection, Jolly is an exploration of
form and material. Translucent, hand-blown
glass is juxtaposed against solid coloured metal
rods and shades to create a balance of material
composition, while the asymmetric elfin-like
form injects a cheerful sense of joy.
The Jolly Double Pendant comes with a 3m length
of rods that can be customised to suit up to 3
metres of hang length. Available in 4 different
finishes.
Compatible with G9 LED globes. Halogen globes
will overheat light and void warranty

1. Place bracket on ceiling.
Mark holes with a pencil. (lamp
orientation can be adjusted
later)

2. Fasten into ceiling with
method to suit ceiling type.
Use inserts if suitable.

5. Once the lamp parts are all screwed together, the ceiling
rose can be rotated so that you can choose the direction
the pendant points in relation to the fixed ceiling bracket.
(do not try to rotate lamp once it has been fixed to ceiling)

3. Work out the desired hang
length and construct by
screwing rods together from
selection provided.
The 100mm long rod should
be at the top of the assembly
to fix to ceiling rose.
(not all rods may be needed)

4. Thread wiring through the
assembled rods and ceiling
rose. Screw to the rod into the
pendant and ceiling rose.
(keep wire from twisting)

6. Wire accordingly
(Cable may have to be
shortened)

7. Fasten rose to ceiling bracket
with the two fasteners supplied.

8. Insert G9 LED globes into sockets.
Warning: Halogen globes will overheat light and might
void warranty
Carefully screw glass globe onto light socket. Glass
globe should screw until tight. The metal shade should
overhang the perimetre of the glass.

Parts
Phillips scredriver required
includes
1x wired pendant
2x glass globes
1x ceiling rose
3 x 700mm rod
1 x 500mm rod
1 x 300mm rod
1 x 100mm rod
(G9 LED lights sold seperatly)

